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Abstract— Following Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous com-
puting and calm technology, computer systems should run in the
background, preferably without the user noticing it at all. The
gathering and disclosure of contextual information on the one
hand enables the improvement of system behaviour towards a
more autonomous and adaptive behaviour but on the other hand
raises privacy issues by disclosing personal data. Thus, a major
challenge in ubiquitous computing environments is achieving a
good balance between convenience and control over personal
data. In this paper we describe an access control mechanism for
context data that enables the user to control his personal data
in a convenient and non-intrusive way. The approach is based
on existing role-based access control mechanisms but extends
them as follows. Firstly, our approach is owner-centric, i.e. it is
under control of each user, to whom his context is propagated
throughout the system. Secondly, our approach does not only
control the access to context data but also utilizes context infor-
mation to simplify the management of these control mechanisms
to make the handling of access control more convenient to the
user. And thirdly, it introduces individual roles for each user and
thus replaces the centrally defined role model of common role-
based access control by distinct models for each user. We have
validated our approach based on an extended instant messaging
system called Adaptive Multimedia Messenger, providing varying
buddy information dependent on the access permission of the
requesting user.

I. MOTIVATION

Context-Awareness is a key technology for enabling appli-

cations to be sensitive of the social and physical setting in

which they operate, so that they can adapt their behaviour

accordingly, tailoring their services to best fit the current

situation of their users and thus improve the overall usability.

However, by gathering and sharing context information in

distributed systems several privacy issues arise as context

data always involves personal data. Thus, to meet both user

demands of convenient use as well as privacy we have to

implement sound security mechanisms especially for access

control in context-enhanced computing environments.

In this paper we describe an access control mechanism for

context data. Our approach can be characterized by three basic

properties: First, it is owner-centric, that means it is up to each

user if and how his context data is propagated throughout the

system enabling him to enforce his right for informational

self-determination. Secondly, our approach not only controls

the access to context data but also utilizes context to simplify

the management of these control mechanisms. And thirdly, it

improves approved role-based access control by introducing

individual roles for each user and thus replacing the centrally

defined role model by distinct models for each user.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: Be-

fore we describe our approach of an owner-centric context-

dependent role based access control system for context data in

more detail (section II) we further elaborate on the addressed

problem by discussing a typical use case scenario (section I-A)

and its security implications (section I-B). We also analyse the

drawbacks of traditional role-based access control (RBAC) for

our purpose and argument how it can be enhanced to satisfy

our requirements (sections I-C and I-D). Section III describes

the prototype implementation to validate our approach and first

evaluation results. In section IV we discuss related work and

finally come up with a conclusion and an outlook for future

work in section V.

A. A typical use case scenario

Alice enjoys the upcoming possibilities of using context-

sensitive applications. Location-based services, electronic re-

minders as well as intelligent housing seem to make life easier

and let her concentrate on things that really matter. A dis-

tributed context service captures Alice’s personal information

(e.g. available devices, connectivity, activity, on-line status

and location) and provides it to new-quality, context-aware

applications.

Besides incorporating context into her personal applications,

Alice also likes to share it with her colleagues and clients

via an AMM buddy list. The Adaptive Multimedia Messenger

(AMM) [1] is an instant communication system providing

multi-point conferencing based on a mobile communication

infrastructure seamlessly integrating heterogeneous access net-

works and devices. By using the AMM buddy list clients and

co-workers get an understanding of Alice’s current situation

and may act accordingly. Although Alice has basically agreed

upon capturing and sharing her contextual data, access permis-

sion should depend on her own current environment as well

as on the user who requests the information.

Example 1: Working as an architect, earlier as usual Alice

arrives in her office to finish an urgent project plan. Instead

of going into her own office, Alice enters a special inspiration
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room for being undisturbed. As the official working hours set

in, the stationary telephone in the room rings. Alice remembers

that in the current situation only colleagues who are members

of the project she works on have access to her location and

thus available devices. All others would not even know that

she is at work already.

Example 2: Having several appointments Alice heads from

one building site to another, carrying a mobile phone and

a WLAN-enabled laptop with her. Mr. Vu, one of Alice’s

clients, wants to talk over his restaurant plans. He consults his

buddy list to find out, how to get in touch with Alice. Since

he currently has only access to Alice’s available devices, he

does not see that she has just left his biggest competitor. Only

shortly after, Mr. Vu’s access rights change and he sees that

Alice is located near his building site. An entry in her calendar

states that she will be there for about 30 minutes. The chance

for Mr. Vu to take a taxi and meet her there.

B. Some reflections about security

Looking at our just mentioned use case scenario we can

make some important observations concerning its security

aspects. First of all, we can distinguish several acting entities

like our architect Alice, her colleagues, and her clients. All

these entities have different interests and security concerns

that have to be taken into account when designing such a

system. For example, Alice is not willing to give full access

to her personal information neither to her co-workers nor

to her customers. This might also be in their interest, e.g.

when dealing with competing customers as in example 2.

Secondly, we have to consider the different systems such as the

context service, the adaptive multimedia messenger, the actors’

personal electronic devices like PDA, laptop or cell phone, a

probably used sensor network infrastructure, and last but not

least the utilized access network. All these systems are used

to provide the user with an up-to-date buddy list showing him

the location and accessibility of the persons he is interested in.

In doing so, these systems have one thing in common: they are

based on a distributed architecture, thus making it difficult to

rely on centralized security measures. Furthermore, they have

to incorporate the different actor’s security needs. Having a

closer look at the basic security protection goals we can draw

several conclusions.

• The integrity and availability of the proposed service is

a protection goal typically wanted by all participating

actors. However, availability is a hard problem for mobile

devices as they might vanish at any time. Thus, the

underlying context service and AMM architecture has

to compensate this effect, for instance by introducing

redundancy using proxies. Proxies acting on behalf of a

user must respect his (possibly changing) security wishes,

e.g. who is allowed to access personal data like location

or activity.

• Talking about confidentiality we have to distinguish be-

tween protecting message exchange from eavesdropping

and the protection of a user’s personal data. A basic

method to protect a user’s privacy is to suppress the

generation of personal data. However, this contradicts the

principle of a context service.

In the following we concentrate on the second aspect and

propose a solution to the mentioned dilemma of enhancing

a system’s usability by context data on the one hand and

protecting its user’s right for informational self-determination

on the other hand. We, therefore, propose an owner-centric

dynamic role-based access control model for context data.1

C. Why RBAC is insufficient

Traditional RBAC [2] is designed to compensate the weak-

ness of discretionary and mandatory access control concerning

large, structured organizations of people. RBAC’s role-concept

meets the key requirements of such organizations:

• All forms of data belong to the organization’s intellectual

property rather than to its originator.

• A global security policy managing access rights applies

to hundreds of users and resources.

• Due to the organization’s dynamics access rights may be

granted or revoked.

Defined independently from a certain user a role is a set of

permissions for a job profile, responsibility, or field of activity.

The main advantage of this access control model is its efficient

management of users and their access rights. However, the

above use case scenario differs from the characteristics of large

organizations and brings up new requirements that can only

be partially fullfilled by the traditional RBAC model.

First, opposing to an organization-wide security policy, the

context-owner individually defines roles and assigns them to

other users. Therefore, the global, centralized policy enforce-

ment shifts towards individual, decentralized policies and role

concepts.

Secondly, as context data gets involved, the access decision

no longer depends on user credentials only. The context in

which the access request is made such as time, place, and

object content will additionally influence the access decision.

Traditional RBAC neither supports time-based, content-based

nor context-based access control. It lacks the capability of

conditionally granting or denying access.

Thirdly, the volatile and dynamic nature of context data

requires a fast and flexible access management. RBAC access

management is partitioned in user-role assignment compen-

sating an organization’s dynamics and a rather static role-

permission assignment. With the variability of context not just

some users but entire roles may temporary loose or acquire

access permission.

D. Why RBAC is still the model of choice

RBAC introduces an efficient access rights management.

The role abstraction layer between a user and his access

permissions allows fast and simple changes without analyzing

the overall access structure. The context-owner is considered

1To prevent any confusion we call the user associated with context data the
context-owner, distinguishing him from the user that actually makes a context
access request.
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to be his own security administrator defining individual roles.

Studies like [3] prove that the mechanism of forming groups

is even for non-experts an easy process. It provides sufficient

flexibility without much configuration effort, because a multi-

tude of users and permissions are mapped on just a few roles.

The traditional constraint concept of RBAC aims at prevent-

ing role conflicts and enforcing the principles of separation of

duty and least privilege. Constraints will be used to define

context constraints whose purpose is to set the terms under

which a role is valid for a certain user, or a permission is

valid for a certain role.

As the above discussion shows, a sufficient solution for

the conflict context-awareness vs. privacy will need to extend

traditional RBAC to an owner-centric, flexible, context-based

access control model.

II. CONCEPT OF AN OWNER-CENTRIC

CONTEXT-DEPENDENT RBAC

A. Defining individual policies

The concept of defining individual polices originates from

the idea that each user should be in control over access to both

his personal and his contextual data. Therefore, the context-

owner is considered his own security administrator designing

an individual security policy which includes:

• definition of roles

• permission assignment to each role in form of context-

dependent access rules

• role assignment to each potential context-user

To integrate context data with an access decision context-

dependent access rules are created. They define the condition

under which a permission is valid for a certain role.

access rule is a quadruple of a role name, access

mode, access object and context con-

straint.

access rule:=(role, mode, object, context

constraint)

context constraint is a conjunction of one or more condi-

tions that bind one or more statements

disjunctively.

context constraint:= condition1 ∪ . . . ∪
conditionn

condition := statement1 ∩ . . . ∩
statementn

statement consists of an context attribute, an oper-

ation, and a reference value. The opera-

tion is either an element within a set of

mathematical comparisons {≤,≥, 6=,=}
or user-defined e.g. in, within.

statement:=(context attribute operation

reference value)

During evaluation the current attribute value is concatenated

via the operation to the reference value, so that the statement

itself can be evaluated as true or false. According to the so-

called whitelisting approach all access to context data is denied

by default. An access rule is an explicit access permission

which is valid only if the role, object, and access mode

matches the requested parameters and if the context constraint

is evaluated as true.

B. Finding an access decision

Once the individual policy is defined, it needs to be properly

stored and enforced each time an access request is made.

When access to context data is requested three players are

distinguished:

• the user requesting access to an object

• the context-owner associated with the requested object

• the context source acquiring and providing context data

The context source could be located near the context-owner,

e.g. the cell phone detecting the current location. On the

other hand it could be a server within an infrastructure, e.g.

collecting data about the noise level of a room and inferring

the activity. In fact, information concerning one context-owner

is distributed over many context sources while at the same

time one context source may provide data to several context-

owners. The challenge is to enforce the security policy of each

owner in such a distributed environment.

If it was the context source to process a context request,

it would need to store the policy of each context-owner

whose data it collects. This might exceed the source’s capacity

because additionally to providing context data security policies

have to be held consistent and up-to-date. Furthermore, the

context-owner is forced to publish his security policy. In fact,

the owner may get timid while defining the policy because it

is regarded sensitive information he does not want to disclose.

A further challenge is to evaluate the access rules in order

to make an access decision. This requires the knowledge of

the owner’s individual role concept and access to other context

sources since one source may not possess all necessary context

attributes. But if sources had access to all other sources a

policy definition would be useless and control through the

context-owner would not exist.

The solution is to have the context-owner store his security

policy locally and let him for evaluation purposes access all his

context data even though it is distributed. As figure 1 shows,

an access request is either directly addressed to the context-

owner or forwarded to him via a context source. This approach

has several advantages:

• The policy always remains with the context-owner. It

is always up-to-date, available and does not have to be

published.

• The context-owner achieves a high degree of control over

external access on his personal data.

• The complete evaluation of context rules is guaranteed

because an owner has always access to his own data.

• All access requests will be answered by the context-

owner. Logging the request and corresponding decision

enables the context-owner to adjust his role and permis-

sion concept.

The initial motivation of context sharing is that an user is

aware of a context-owner’s current situation and to make him
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user owner

access rights and user management

source

request forwarding

reply

access request

access on context source

Fig. 1. Owner-centric approach: all context access requests are redirected to
the context-owner. Only the context-owner has access to all his context data
and therefore is able to completely evaluate all access rules.

act accordingly. Applying the awareness principle to access

control means to answer the question: How can a context-

owner get aware of the user’s context while making an access

decision? Placing a counter-request ends up in a deadlock

because both the context-owner as well as the initial user

would get stuck evaluating context rules and waiting for the

others reply. Hence, the user has to become an active part

within the access decision process.

In an initialization phase the user sends a message to the

context-owner whose reply will include all possible roles the

context-owner assigned to him. On basis of this reply and

according to his own current context the user may choose a

role and formulate an access request with it. This solution is

especially useful, if the user is assigned two exclusive roles

and the context-owner would not know which one to pick. On

the other hand the context-owner could allow the selection of

more than one applying role but restricts a certain cardinality.

The problem that arises with the shift from central to local

RBAC is the loss of a global understanding of roles. Indi-

vidually defined roles may vary both in name and associated

permissions. To make a profound selection, however, the user

must have a certain understanding of what a role means.

Publishing the set of permissions that are associated with a

role is as sensitive as publishing the whole security policy

and a context-owner might hesitate to do that. Therefore, a role

description such as “A project member is an user working in

the same project as the context-owner” needs to be exchanged

in the initialization phase. For specific application domains

certain role descriptions may be predefined at global scope

and are only complemented by some individual refinements.

C. Enhancing availability

The downside of an owner-centric approach is the non-

availability of information when the context-owner is not

reachable. Because the context-owner is the only one to

decide on an access request no information can be passed

in his absence. There are two reasons, why a context-own

might be out of reach: Firstly, he is not logged on to the

system or entered it anonymously. Consequently, context data

is not captured and thus not available. Secondly, a connection

to the context-owner failed and neither a direct request nor

its forwarding could be delivered. In practice, however, it is

reasonable that some data is available despite the owner’s

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Adaptive Multimedia Messenger.

absence. This is especially true for rather static information

such as telephone numbers and email addresses. Therefore,

the solution is a proxy appointed by the context-owner

and authorized to pass on information. A certificate of

authorization will increase the proxy’s authenticity acting on

behalf of the context-owner. Furthermore, the proxy has the

owner’s policy including the role concept and context rules

and is obliged to enforce it. The context sources have to

be configured the way that the context-owner as well as his

proxy have full access to the context information.

III. VALIDATION

We evaluated our concept of owner-centric context-

dependent access control for context data by implementing

a prototype application called Adaptive Multimedia Messen-

ger presented in [1] and [4]. The prototype is based on a

mobile communication infrastructure seamlessly integrating

heterogeneous access networks (e.g. WLAN, GSM, UMTS,

and Bluetooth) and devices (e.g. several types of PDAs and

Laptops). On top of that infrastructure, the AMM provides

multi-point conferencing adaptively using text chat, audio and

video connections with different levels of quality. Because

of this variety of communication options often the question

arises if it is a good time to contact somebody and what

communication mode is appropriate. Information like available

devices, connectivity, activity and location of the potential

contactee help to answer these questions. These information

are made available based on an extended buddy list which not

only provides the on-line state of buddies but also their current

connectivity, device capabilities, location, supported codecs

and communication modes. A screenshot of the AMM is

depicted in figure 2. To provide access to context information

we developed a distributed context service [1] which serves

as basis for our prototype. Naturally, not all of the named

information should be available to any buddy in the list. Thus,

we have integrated our access control model into the context

service.

A. Prototype implementation

The context-owner is represented by a personal terminal

device. Responsible for access control it stores the individual
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role concept, the user-role assignment as well as the role-

permission assignment in form of access rules. We assume that

each context-owner uses only a single mobile communication

device at once. Otherwise synchronization would have been

necessary which was out of scope of our work. An autonomous

context service component installed on the device allows the

context management including the configuration of local and

remote sources. Through personalization the component dis-

tinguishes context access requests made by local applications

benefiting the context-owner from requests remotely made

by other users. An access request is answered according to

the security policy stored on the device. For the design of

individual access policies and their enforcement XACML [5]

was used. The SecurityManager, as a part of the context

service component, protects all access objects. It processes

an access request by evaluating the request against applicable

access rules and makes an access decision. Therefore, the

SecurityManager covers the task of the Policy Enforcement

Point and Policy Decision Point specified by XACML.

B. Discussion

The access concept was developed to support the context-

owner’s right for self-determination by allowing only him or

his authorized proxy to decide on access requests concerning

personal information. This concept is limited in that a context-

owner has no influence on how a user will process the provided

information as soon as he gets access to it. Therefore, the

owner has to trust the user which is achieved by mutual authen-

tication. As a pre-requisite for authorisation it is assumed that

the communicating partners verify their identities in order to

map them to individual roles. Authentication mechanisms can

be integrated independently from the access control concept.

Its validity is not affected.

For a more flexible access control traditional RBAC con-

straints are extended with context constraints. However, the

choice of context data on which a access decision will depend

on is limited. The concept works accurate as long as the

context-owner integrates only his own context data to create

access rules. If he uses context information he does not own,

it is likely that rules cannot be completely evaluated due to an

access deny or a request deadlock. However, this confinement

is not very limiting. As studies [3], [6], [7] show, the user’s

role, the object content as well as the context-owner’s situation

are most important for an access decision.

The owner-centric approach can also be applied to non-

personal data. For information e.g. concerning a certain room

a security administrator will be considered the context-owner.

In this case an access decision is independent of the owner’s

context, only the user’s role, the content and context data as-

sociated with the room have an influence. To avoid evaluation

failures or deadlocks the context constraints or administrator

rights have to be appropriately selected.

IV. RELATED WORK

Access control models probably belong to the best analyzed

areas of security research. First works [8], [9] were mostly

motivated by military scenarios concerning confidentiality and

integrity in computer systems. Later on, commercial applica-

tions introduced discretionary access control (DAC) policies

letting the users have a fairly free choice how they want to

protect their objects. Early publications only considered static

access control, thus neglecting the mechanisms of changing

access rules. The HRU model [10] was the first one to

overcome this drawback by defining a simple language to

express changes of access control policies.

However, by empowering the user to restrict the access to

his objects one has to implement efficient procedures to

manage these rights. In our opinion the most promising ap-

proach for this are role-based access control (RBAC) models.

Based on [11], several approaches have been made to extend

this concept by integrating context information. For securing

context-aware applications [12] and [13] extend the traditional

subject-centered role concept to environment roles. Activated

by defined conditions they represent environment and system

states influencing the access control decision. The context-

sensitive RBAC model [14] composes so-called context filter

from security-relevant information about the subject and target

object to limit the applicability of permissions at runtime. An-

other context-related authorization and access control method

based on RBAC is presented in [15] as part of a case study

from the health care domain. The authors clearly distinguish

between static role assignment to users and dynamic allocation

of roles at session time and also describe how to integrate

the RBAC functions in a trust infrastructure including smart

cards. In [16] roles and permissions are modeled as role state

and permission state machines. Current context is captured to

initiate state transition events that dynamically change active

roles and their permissions. The concept of context constraints

proposed in [17] does not aim at RBAC core elements instead

it re-evaluates a positive access decision by applying con-

text conditions. The authors distinguish between authorization

constraints and assignment constraints. While their concept is

classified to be the former, the concept presented here belongs

to the latter. A more general overview on existing access

control models for collaborative systems discussing both the

benefits as well as the weaknesses of existing models is given

in [18].

All approaches mentioned above base on a central RBAC

system where context data is assumed to be globally accessible

and available. Target objects usually include files and devices.

Our concept, however, aims at a local owner-centric access

control for context data – an idea that also motivated the

development of an experimental privacy-enhancing framework

in [19]. Similarly a user is represented by a ContextManager

which stores and protects personal data using RBAC. Our

work differs in two ways. First, instead of using traditional

RBAC, context information is integrated in the access decision

process. Secondly, additionally to the context-owner’s context

and user role the user’s context may actively influence the

access decision.

For protecting personal user data, especially context informa-

tion, several approaches have been made in the field of privacy.
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[20] revives the idea of the “Platform for Privacy Preferences

Project” (P3P). To decide if an user should use a context-aware

application his preferences are compared with the application’s

declaration of intent. However, this declaration is no guarantee

that it is actually enforced. Only after data misuse is detected,

sanction can be put to action. [21], [22] discuss fundamental

principles for privacy in ubiquitous computing environments.

Their implementation in the privacy awareness system allows

data collectors both to announce and implement data usage

policies as well as to provide the possibility to keep track of

personal information as it is stored, used, and removed from

the system. Out of [22] privacy design principles, the authors

of [23] view notice, choice and consent as the most useful

control element for users. Therefore, a combination of user

preferences for different situations is modelled as so-called

faces to limit the collection of context data. A theoretical

model to control privacy in context-aware systems is proposed

by [24]. Access objects are members of defined information

spaces limited by boundaries. On crossing boundaries defined

actions such as alarms will be issued. Opposing a binary access

decision (grant or denial) [25] creates policies to blur the detail

of information depending on the requesting user. In fact, the

user is always allowed to access data, however, its content

is adjusted. To complement access control [26] calculates

the level of exposure (LoE) when a legitimate, authorized

user accesses data. If a high degree is determined, protecting

mechanisms such as anonymisation, encryption or content blur

should decrease the security risk.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Enabling the user to control if and with whom he shares

what kind of personal data is a key factor for the acceptance

of context-aware systems and applications. But it places also

an additional burden on the user because the definition of

appropriate access rules can be a complex task. Therefore, we

have introduced an owner-centric, context-dependent approach

for role based access control. Our approach gives each user

full control over his personal data on the one hand and utilizes

context information on the other hand to ease the task of

defining access rules.

Our approach is based on existing role-based access control

mechanisms but extends them to reach a good balance between

convenience and control over personal data. Based on the im-

plementation of a distributed Context Service and the Adaptive

Multimedia Messenger we have validated the feasibility of our

approach.

In the future we plan to address the challenging issue of

access control enforcement. Efficiency and scalability of an

owner-centric access control will be of high interest espe-

cially in resource-limited, low-bandwidth mobile scenarios.

Furthermore, a user study will be organized to validate the

performance of our owner-centric approach and to examine

its impact on the usability of context-aware systems.
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